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In the case of extracellular recordings, spike detection algorithms are necessary in order to retrieve information about neuronal
activity from the data. We present a new spike detection algorithm which is based on methods from the field of blind equalization
and beamforming and which is particularly adapted to the specific signal structure neuronal data exhibit. In contrast to existing
approaches, our method blindly estimates several waveforms directly from the data, selects automatically an appropriate detection
threshold, and is also able to track neurons by filter adaptation. The few parameters of the algorithm are biologically motivated,
thus, easy to set. We compare our method with current state-of-the-art spike detection algorithms and show that the proposed
method achieves favorable results. Realistically simulated data as well as data acquired from simultaneous intra/extracellular
recordings in rat slices are used as evaluation datasets.

1. Introduction

Extracellular recordings with electrodes constitute one of the
main techniques for acquiring data from the central nervous
system in order to study the neuronal code. Information
in this system is transmitted by short electric impulses,
called action potentials or, hereinafter, spikes. One of the
first processing stages of the recorded data, hence, consist
of identifying the occurrence times of these spikes. To this
end, various spike detection algorithms have been developed.
To give a structured overview of the recent development
in this field, we use a categorization scheme based on the
working principle of the methods. Note that although the
spike detection stage is one of the earliest, basically all
algorithms require already some preprocessing. This includes
a band pass filtering (usually between 0.5 kHz and 10 kHz)
and a zero mean normalization. In the following, we will still
refer to this kind of preprocessed data as “raw” data, since all
techniques rely on this initial step.

The first category of spike detection methods assumes
that the spikes exhibit a larger amplitude than noise fluc-
tuations. Hence, spikes can be detected as data segments

which amplitude cross a certain threshold value. In [1]
three different variations of this detection paradigm were
described, including maximum, minimum, and absolute
value thresholding. Other related approaches rely on the
distance between the minimum and maximum value within
a certain time frame [2] or temporally hierarchical maximum
and minimum value thresholding [3].

The principle of the second category is based on the
transient nature of a spike; thus, spikes can be detected by
measuring some quantity describing the discontinuity of
data. An example is the nonlinear energy operator which
takes into account instantaneous energy and frequency, and
which was used for spike detection in [4]. Further adapta-
tions of this method to neural data have been proposed in
[5, 6]. On the other hand, the approach in [7] considers
only the instantaneous energy difference while the proposed
method in [8] calculates the derivative of a temporally
accumulated energy. Also based on the first derivate of the
data are methods presented in [9, 10].

The algorithms falling into the third category rely on the
fact that spikes from a specific neuron exhibit a characteristic
waveform. The similarity between a data segment and
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a specified waveform decides whether the considered data
segment contains a spike. When the actual waveform in
the data is unknown, a generic approach can be used. For
example in [11, 12] a biorthogonal, respectively, a coiflet
mother wavelets are used, since they exhibit a certain simi-
larity in shape to waveforms found in some real recordings,
and a spike is said to be detected when a specific function
of wavelet coefficients exceeds a threshold value. In contrast,
unsupervised estimation (also called blind estimation) of the
waveform or blind equalization has been performed in [13]
by linear prediction, in [14] by automatic threshold setting,
or in [15, 16] by using the cepstrum of bispectrum.

The choice which algorithm should be used in an
application surely depends on the two important aspects
of computational complexity and detection performance.
Limited power and computing recourses, as encountered in
implantable circuits [17], restrict applicable algorithm to
have a very low computational load; hence most methods
from the first category, and some few from the second one
are used.When not limited by such constraints, it is favorable
with respect to the detection performance to use algorithms
belonging to the third category. This is motivated by the fact
that given the waveform and the noise covariance matrix,
the matched filter, or equivalently the minimum variance
distortionless response beamformer (MVDR), is the optimal
detector in case of Gaussian noise [18].

The aforementioned spike detection methods based on
blind equalization suffer from three main drawbacks. Firstly,
they construct only a single filter. In many experimental sit-
uations, however, spikes frommore than one neuron, having
distinct waveforms, are present in the electrode recordings.
The single filter either captures just one waveform, meaning
that spikes from the other neurons will be detected poorly,
or the filter is an average filter which will have a suboptimal
response to spikes from all the neurons. This problem
aggravates that the more neurons are present, the more
the waveforms are distinct, which is especially the case in
multichannel recording devices, such as tetrodes [19].

Secondly, few methods offer an automatic threshold
selection mechanism, thus allowing for a truly unsupervised
operation. The available approaches [20–23] focus on the
case when spike detection is done by amplitude thresholding
(first category). For the abovementionedmethods which rely
on blind equalization, none or only heuristic values are given
regarding the choice of an appropriate threshold.

Thirdly, the mentioned methods are nonadaptive. Once
a filter is calculated on a data segment in the time interval
[t, t + T], it is also applied to all subsequent data segments
at times τ > t + T . Particularly in acute recordings, the
shape of the waveform will change over time [24]; hence
the performance of the filter will be suboptimal if it is not
adapted. One could reestimate the template and recalculate
the filter after every time interval; however, this would
increase the computational load significantly, and tracking
of neurons would become difficult.

In this contribution, we propose a new spike detec-
tion algorithm which overcomes all those drawbacks. The
algorithm is derived by considering the spike detection
task as a blind equalization problem in a multiple-input,
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the proposed algorithmHBBSD.
The algorithm starts with the superexponential algorithm (SEA)
and iterates between SEA, Mode detection, and Sparse deflation
repetitively, until certain abortion criteria described in Section 2.5
are met. This iterative procedure allows to estimate blindly several
spike waveforms and the noise covariance matrix. Finally, the
MVDR filters and the corresponding thresholds are calculated.
Spike detection is done by thresholding the filter output and the
newly detected spikes are used to update the filters, allowing for
neuron tracking.

single-output system. The algorithm consists of a two-step
procedure. In the first step, an iterative algorithm based
on higher-order statistics, mode detection, and deflation
is used. This gives estimates of the spike templates and
the noise covariance matrix, from which in the next step,
the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)
beamformers are calculated, leading to an increased detec-
tion performance. This also allows to formulate a thresh-
old selection algorithm as well as an effective adaptation
scheme (see Figure 1 for a graphical representation of
the whole algorithm). Because we use techniques from
both fields, that is, blind equalization and classical beam-
forming, in the context of spike detection, we call our
method hybrid blind beamforming for spike detection
(HBBSD).

A simplified version of the core algorithm and some
preliminary results were published in [25]. This contri-
bution not only extends both in several ways but also
presents a significant amount of new algorithms and results.
Amongst others, the threshold calculation and the drift
adaptation are introduced, and the algorithm is tested on
many new datasets, including experimental data from rat
tissue.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the algorithm and all its individual steps are described.
The evaluation of its performance and comparison with
existing spike detection methods are presented in Section 3.
Conclusive remarks are given in Section 4. The notation used
throughout this paper is explained in Table 1.
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Table 1: Bold lower case letters denote vectorial quantities whereas
bold upper case letters represent matrices. Superscripts refer to the
iteration index while subscripts refer to a group index.

Symbol Description Reference

qi ith (true) waveform Section 2.1

qi(t) vector entry at tth position Section 2.1

q̂i estimate of the ith waveform Section 2.4

qi[t] time dependent waveform Section 3.8

C, ̂C true/estimated noise cov. matrix Sections 2.1 and 2.6

h(k) SEA filter at iteration k Section 2.2

2. Methods

2.1. Model of Recorded Data. In order to derive a well-
motivated algorithm avoiding heuristics as much as possible,
the recorded data have to be described by some signal model.
In the neuroscience community, it is widely accepted that
the data x recorded at an electrode can often be represented
as a linear sum of convolutions of the intrinsic spike trains
si with constant waveforms qi and colored Gaussian noise
n (having a noise covariance matrix C); see, for example,
[26, 27]. Explicitly, it is

x(t) =
M
∑

i=1

∑

τ

qi(τ)si(t − τ) + n(t), (1)

where M is the number of neurons whose spikes are present
in the recordings. For the sake of clarity, we restricted the
model to single channel recordings, that is, electrodes, but
an extension to multichannel data as provided by tetrodes is
straightforward.

Since the goal of spike detection is to recover the spike
trains si from a linear time-invariant system without a priori
knowledge about the shape of the waveforms qi, this can
be viewed as a blind equalization problem (often also called
blind deconvolution, blind identification, or convolutive
blind source separation). An overview about this topic and a
survey of available methods dealing with such problems can
be found in [28].

Most often, M, the number of sources, will be larger
than the number of recording channels. In the model of a
single electrode as described in (1), the number of recording
channels is equal to one, in which case the generative system
is referred to as multiple-input, single-output. In general, it is
not possible to extract more sources than available recording
channels [28]. In the following, we make explicit use of the
unique properties of neural data, such as sparseness and
binary alphabet, to overcome this restriction partially.

2.2. Application of the Superexponential Algorithm. The
superexponential algorithm (SEA) developed in [29]
achieves blind equalization by applying a filter which is
calculated by use of higher-order cross cumulants. For
real-valued data, the filter h at iteration k + 1 is computed as

h(k+1) = R−1 · d(k)
√

d(k)� · R−1 · d(k)
, (2)

where R is the data covariance matrix, that is, R(i, j) =
cov(x(t − i), x(t − j)), d(k)(n) = cum(y(k)(t) : p, x(t − n) :
1) denotes the cross-cumulant between p-times y(k)(t) and
x(t − n) (hence, the order of the statistics is p + 1), and
y(k)(t) =∑τ h(k)(τ)x(t + τ) being the filter output.

The algorithm works when the signals si are non-
Gaussian and when the qi are stable (stable in the sense
of robust against noise, not in the sense of stationary in
time). In the context of neural recordings, both requirements
are surely met. Firstly, the si represent the intrinsic spike
trains, thus taking values of either 0 or 1, and whose
probability density function follows most likely a sparse
Bernoulli distribution, or their interspike interval a Poisson
distribution. Secondly, the waveforms qi are finite impulse
response filters, and hence are stable. The SEA algorithm
is said to have reached convergence when the difference
between two consecutive iterations is small enough (see also
Section 3.3). For convenience, we call the filter obtained at
the last iteration simply h, instead of h(klast).

The choice of the SEA instead of other blind equalization
algorithms was motivated by several of its features. It is
shown that in the noise-free case, the algorithm converges
independently of the initial condition to the globally optimal
solution with a superexponential convergence rate [29].
Since it uses higher-order statistics, this property should
also hold approximatively when Gaussian noise is present,
as higher-order cumulants are zero for Gaussian signals.
Moreover, the algorithm is not gradient based like Bussgang
type algorithms; thus no step size selection is required, which
reduces the amount of parameter settings for the user.

For neural data, we chose the order of the cumulant to
be p = 2 or p = 3. In the former case, the vector d is
proportional to the skewness, a statistics which is well suited
for asymmetric signals such as the si [30]. For p = 3, this
makes the vector d proportional to the kurtosis, which is a
good statistics in the case of sparse data following a model as
in (1) [31]. These findings were also confirmed in [32].

2.3. Mode Detection in the SEA Filter Output. The SEA
computes a single filter on the basis of a vector d which
contains the statistics of all M waveforms. Nevertheless, as
it is most likely that the characteristics of the neurons will
be different with respect to signal-to-noise ratio, spiking
frequency, or shape of waveform, it is expected that the
filter will have various responses to the different neuronal
waveforms. The idea is to identify spikes which belong to a
single component and recalculate the filter using only these
spikes. The identification is done by a technique called mode
finding [33]. Firstly, only the local maxima, denoted by mi,
of the filter output y within a certain range 2Ls + 1 are
extracted. Then, the probability density function pm of the
mi is estimated by a kernel density estimator, which in the
assumed case of Gaussian noise is favorable to be a Gaussian
kernel. The kernel bandwidth is chosen optimally depending
on the amount of data [34]. The function pm will exhibit
a high amplitude mode due to noise and possibly several
low amplitude modes caused by spikes; see Figure 2. (Due
to the large amount of noise samples, the kernel bandwidth
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will be relatively small, which guarantees that the modes
caused by spikes will not be smoothed away.) Hence, the
second largest mode, denoted by b2, is the prominent spike
mode, that is, caused by spikes to which the filter responded
the most, and which consequently should be extracted from
the data first (see also Section 2.3.3). All mi which have a
smaller distance to b2 than to any other spike mode, and
which are also larger than the first local minimum separating
the noise peak from the first spike mode, are considered to
belong to b2; see Figure 2. However, modes which are in
the range of ±2σ̂nh around b2 are not regarded as separate
modes whereas σ̂nh denotes the estimated standard deviation
of the noise in the filter output (of filter h) (see Section 2.3.1).
This is motivated by the fact that two Gaussian distributions
with identical standard deviation do not exhibit two separate
modes, unless their means are at least 2σnh apart [35].
This merging of modes is necessary in order to minimize
the number of spurious modes which do not represent an
individual component but are mere artifacts caused by the
kernel smoothing.

2.3.1. Estimation of the Filter Output Noise Variance. To
estimate σnh , first the mean μ̂nh of the filter output noise is
estimated. If one can assume that the noise n is zero mean,
this step can be avoided, since then it immediately follows
that μnh = 0 as well. Otherwise, the probability density
function of y is estimated by a Gaussian kernel density
estimator as described in the previous section. Making again
use of the sparseness of the data, the mean μ̂nh is found as the
global maximum of this probability density function.

As we expect that the response of filter h to spikes is larger
than μnh , we ignore all values of y which are above μ̂nh , since
they are likely to contain spikes. Hence, σ̂nh is solely estimated
on values of y which are smaller than μ̂nh .

2.3.2. Gaussianity of the Modes. Strictly speaking, due to the
maximum operation, the mi do not follow a Gauss distri-
bution anymore, but rather an extreme value distribution.
Nevertheless, a Gaussian kernel is used for density estimation
and the spike modes are assumed to be Gauss distributed
as well. This is justified by the fact that the spike modes
exhibit large amplitudes in the filter output, and thus their
maximum values are still almost Gauss distributed even after
a maximum operation.

2.3.3. Largest Spike Mode Finding. From the kernel density
of the mi, first a Gaussian distribution with mean μ̂nh and
standard deviation σ̂nh is subtracted (not shown in Figure 2).
This removes the noise contribution to modes and ensures
that the largest spike mode b2 is indeed the prominent
one.

Note that in [14] also a mode detection procedure was
applied. In contrast to our approach, it was done on a generic
filter output consisting of squaring and lowpass filtering.
Moreover, we merge modes based on their proximity in
order to find all spikes belonging to the largest spike mode,
whereas in [14] only the local minimum separating the noise
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Figure 2: (a) Estimated probability density of the local maxima
mi. The spareness of the data is clearly exhibited by the large noise
peak (at around 1 on the x-axis) and some small spike peaks (at
around 4 and 5 on the x-axis). (b) Zoom in on the spike modes.
The circles indicate the local maxima of the modes that were found.
The mode at around 3.9 was identified as largest (b2), and the two
modes indicated by blue circles are discarded, as they are within
the range of ±2σ̂nh . The estimated noise standard deviation σ̂nh is
indicated by the thick bar. The green cross indicates the first local
minimum, separating the noise peak from the spike modes.

mode from the spike mode is found and a single template is
constructed.

2.4. Sparse Deflation. In classical algorithms designed
for multiple-input, multiple-output systems, sources are
extracted one by one using a technique called deflation [36].
As such, one single waveform q j is estimated via second
order statistics, the source s j is estimated via the convolution
of the corresponding filter h j with x, and the convolution
between q j and s j is subtracted from the data x. This classical
deflation procedure was developed by assuming that the
sources are continuous signals and that the waveforms have
to be known only up to a scalar factor. In contrast, the signals
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representing the occurrences of spikes are discrete and sparse,
and, as will be shown in Section 2.6, the waveforms need to
be known without ambiguity.

Therefore, we propose an adapted deflation procedure
which we call sparse deflation, as it relies on the sparseness of
the data. At iteration j data segments x( j)i of length 2L f + 1
are cut out of x around the occurrence times tmi + tshift of
the local maxima mi, i = 1, . . . ,K , which belong to mode b2.
The shift tshift is determined so that the cut out data segments
have maximum total energy. Without this step, extraction
of different parts of the same waveform at several iterations
would be possible, as the SEA filter does not necessarily
respond maximally at the center of a waveform. Finally, the
waveform is estimated as the median of all data segments,
that is,

q̂ j(t) = med
{

x
( j)
1 (t), . . . , x

( j)
K (t)

}

t = −L f , . . . ,L f , (3)

where K is the total number of local maxima mi belonging
to mode b2.(An even better performance could be achieved if
the data segments were first upsampled, aligned, averaged,
and then downsampled [27].) Instead of subtracting the
estimated contribution of source s j , the data segments x( j)i
are simply removed from the data. The reduced dataset
x \ x( j)i, i = 1, . . . ,K , is now used as the starting point for
the next iteration of the algorithm. In particular, the steps
described in Sections 2.2–2.4 are repeated on the updated
data x \ x( j)i=1,...,K =: x. (The covariance matrix R and
cumulant vector d are computed on each remaining data
chunk separately and the final estimates are obtained as a
proportionally to the data chunk length weighted average.)

2.5. Abortion Criteria. The iteration loop (SEA, mode detec-
tion, sparse deflation) is terminated if at least one of the
following criteria is met.

(i) No spike mode can be identified in the filter output
anymore, or the number of spikes belonging to the
spike mode b2 is below a relative threshold min f .

(ii) A maximum number of iterations is reached.

If the loop abortion happens after the first iteration already,
the filter obtained by (2) is used for further spike detection
instead of the MVDR beamformers.

2.6. Calculation of the MVDR Beamformers. Once the itera-
tion loop described in the previous sections is completed, the
final filters used for spike detection are calculated. Namely,
we use the MVDR beamformers which are given by [18]

fi =
̂C−1 · q̂i

q̂�i · ̂C−1 · q̂i
, (4)

where ̂C is the estimate of the noise covariance matrix,
and q̂i denotes the vectorial representation of the i-
th estimated waveform, the individual entries being
q̂i(−Tf ), . . . , q̂i(+Tf ); (see (3)). (Note that other filters
could be used instead, for example, adapted to a real-time
detection task [37].) The MVDR beamformers are designed

such that their response is one at the center of a waveform,
that is, fi

� · q̂i = 1.
The estimate of C is done after the last algorithm

iteration, as the deflated dataset x \ x( j=1,...,J)i=1,...,KJ contains
far less spikes than the original data x allowing for a more
accurate noise estimation.

2.7. Filtering and Spike Detection. After calculating the
MVDR beamformers, the data are filtered with each of them,
and a spike is declared as detected when the filter output z
exceeds a certain threshold γ, that is,

z j(t) =
∑

τ

f j(τ)x(t + τ) detection if z j(t) ≥ γj

=: (f � x)(t).

(5)

2.8. Threshold Selection. The threshold for every filter is
selected individually such that the probability of detection
PD is maximal (probability of a true positive detection),
whereas the probability of false alarm PFA (probability of a
false positive detection) should be minimal. If one admits a
certain tolerance Δ in the arrival time estimation, meaning
that a spike is declared as correctly detected when the filter
output exceeds the threshold somewhere in the interval
[tspike − Δ, tspike + Δ], the probability of detection for filter
f j given threshold γj is expressed as

PD j

(

γj
)

= 1−
Δ
∏

τ=−Δ
PN j

((

f j � q j

)

(τ)
)

, (6)

where PN j(x) := 1/2 · (1 + erf((γj − x)/
√
2σj)) with σj :=

√

f�j ̂Cf j . Thus PN j(x|x=(f j�q j )(τ)) is the probability that the
waveform is not detected at time sample τ, whereas q j is
defined in Section 2.9. Similarly, the probability that a noise
segment of length 2Δ + 1 is falsely detected is given by

PFA j

(

γj
)

= 1−
(

PN j(0)
)2Δ+1

. (7)

An optimal detector would always achieve a perfect per-
formance of PD = 1 and PFA = 0; thus any detector
should have a performance as close as possible to the perfect
performance. The optimal threshold, hence, is selected
according to

γj = argmin
γj

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

⎛

⎝

0

1

⎞

⎠−
⎛

⎜

⎝

PFA j

(

γj
)

PD j

(

γj
)

⎞

⎟

⎠

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

. (8)

This optimization problem can be solved efficiently as it
involves only a single parameter, namely, the threshold
γj , which should lie in the interval [0, 1]. In practice, we
evaluate PFA j and PD j for all threshold values in [0, 1] with
a resolution of 0.0005, and select as optimal threshold the
one which minimizes (8).

When the thresholds are obtained by (8), it is assumed
that detecting a spike is equally important as avoiding a
false positive detection. However, with respect to subsequent
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analysis for understanding the working principles of the
nervous system, it was shown that not detecting a spike has
more impact than declaring incorrectly a piece of noise as a
spike [38]. This particular characteristic of neural data could
be incorporated by introducing a weighting parameter in (8).

2.9. Adaptation to Changing Waveforms. In (1) we assumed
that the waveforms q j are constant in time, which is
approximatively true for short periods at the beginning of an
experiment. Due to tissue relaxation, however, the distance
between the electrode and the neurons changes, which leads
to altered recorded waveforms [24]. In [39] we proposed an
adaptation scheme for an estimated spatial waveform and
the corresponding filter. This method was especially designed
for sparse binary data such as neuronal data. Herein, we
shortly summarize this method and extend it to multiple,
temporal waveforms. In brief, after every time interval T ,
each waveform is updated as the mean of the Kopt last data
chunks r of length 2L f +1 which were detected as spikes, that
is,

q̂ j = 1
Kopt j

·
Kmax
∑

i=Kmax j−Kopt j+1

r j,i, (9)

where r j,i :=
(

x(t(i)− L f ), . . . , x(t(i) + L f )
)�

such that
f�j · r j,i ≥ γj , and Kmax j denotes the maximum number of
found spikes by filter f j . If two or more filters detect the same
spike, the spike is assigned to one filter only, namely, to the
one which had a response closest to 1. The optimal number
of spikes for averaging is determined by

Kopt j = argmax
K

{

Mj(K)
}

, (10)

whereM := PD j +(1−PFA j), and q j is estimated as the mean
waveform of the Q last detections of filter f j .

2.10. Implementation. The higher-order cross cumulants
were calculated by the use of the HOSA toolbox [40]. The
proposed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB version
7.6, but not optimized for maximum computational speed
yet. The code and a sample file will be made available at the
website http://user.cs.tu-berlin.de/∼natora/.

Regarding computational complexity, themost expensive
task is the computation of the cross cumulants during
the SEA algorithm. This computation, however, can be
parallelized, in the sense that every time shift can be
computed on a separate computing unit.

3. Performance Evaluation

3.1. Generation of Artificial Data. Artificial data were gen-
erated according to the model in (1). The waveforms
were constructed from sorted spikes obtained from acute
recordings in the prefrontal cortex of macaque monkeys and
had a length of about 0.9 millisecond; see Figures 3(a)–
3(c). Detailed information about the sorting method and
the experimental setup were described in [41, 42]. The spike

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: (a–c) Waveform templates obtained from extracellular
recordings in macaque and used for generation of artificial datasets.
(d) Waveform template obtained from simultaneous intra/extra-
cellular recordings in rat tissue.

arrival times were simulated as independent homogeneous
Poisson processes with an enforced refractory period of 2
millisecond. The noiseless data were simulated at a sampling
frequency of 40 kHz and then downsampled to 10 kHz,
in order to include the phenomenon of sampling jitter
as encountered in real recordings. Gaussian noise with
an autocorrelation structure measured in real recordings
was simulated by an ARMA process and added to the
spike trains (see [42] for more details). Two types of
datasets were simulated, one containing activity from two
neurons, whereas the other one contained activity from three
neurons. A data snapshot from the latter type is shown in
Figure 4.

3.2. Performance Assessment. To allow for a better compar-
ison, the most common definition of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) utilized in the neuroscience community (see, e.g.,
[12]) was used. Namely, the SNR of the i-th spike train is
defined as the ratio between the norm of the corresponding
waveform and the standard deviation of noise:

SNRi =
∥

∥qi
∥

∥∞
σn

. (11)

The detection performance of an algorithm was inves-
tigated by means of receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
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Figure 4: (a) Data chunk of simulated data with an SNR value of 3.0; that is, all inserted waveforms had an SNR of 3.0. The markers indicate
the occurrence times of the inserted spikes, whereas the templates shown in Figures 3(a)–3(c), were used. (b) Data chunk of experimental
data from simultaneous intra/extra-cellular recordings in rat tissue. The empirically determined SNR is 3.050 and the extracted waveform is
shown in Figure 3(d).

curves and the corresponding areas under the curves (AUCs),
similarly defined as in [14]. The ROC curves were calculated
by evaluating the relative number of true positive (TP) and
false positive detections (FP), given by

TP = number of correct detections
number of inserted spikes

,

FP = number of false detections
maximum number of possible false detections

.

(12)

A detection was classified as correct, if the detectors response
was within ±0.4 millisecond of the true spiking time, which
implied Δ = 2 in the parameter setting of the HBBSD
algorithm. Multiple detections within this time frame were
ignored. Consequently, there is a maximum number of
possible false positive detections a detector can produce in
a dataset of finite length. By the definition in (12), both
quantities TP and FP are bounded on the interval [0, 1].

3.3. Parameter Settings of HBBSD. In all subsequent simu-
lations the following parameters were used in the HBBSD
algorithm: the SEA algorithm was said to have reached
convergence if ‖h(k+1) − h(k)‖2 ≤ 10−10. The SEA algorithm
used higher-order statistics with p = 2 but switched
automatically to p = 3 if no convergence could be achieved
in the former case. The minimum firing frequency min f
was set to 5Hz, the filter length was equal to 9 samples
(L f = Ls = 4), and the maximum number of 3 filters was
allowed. Here we would like to point out that, unlike in
some other methods, where the parameters are algorithm
specific and thus their value setting is not an obvious task, the
parameters of HBBSD are biologically motivated, allowing
for a reasonable choice of their values. For example, since
single channel data are analyzed, it is sound to assume that
action potentials from not more than 3 to 4 nearby neurons
will be recorded, justifying a maximum filter amount of 3.
The filter length can be chosen as the length of a spike,
which is most often in the range of 0.4 to 1.0 millisecond
[12]. Besides, there exist methods to estimate the filter length
even when no biologically motivated a priori knowledge is
available [32, 43]. Finally, it is unlikely that neurons in a task
relevant brain region will exhibit very low firing frequencies,

but, as a matter of fact, the parameter min f could be
dropped entirely from the algorithm structure.

The needed estimate of the waveform q j (see Section 2.9)
was obtained as the mean of the Q = 75 last detections. As
was demonstrated in [39], the choice of the value forQ is not
critical.

3.4. Competing Algorithms. In [25] we compared the per-
formance of HBBSD with existing methods covering all
categories described in Section 1. It was demonstrated that,
in general, algorithms relying on waveform information
outperform methods which are solely based on amplitude
thresholding or transient detection. Finally, it was shown
that a wavelet-based method such as [12] might perform
poorly when the actual waveform is distinct from the used
mother wavelet, and we concluded that the best available
method at the time is the one presented in [15, 16]. This
method accomplishes blind equalization by cepstrum of
bispectrum calculation and hence will be abbreviated asCoB.
The parameters for this algorithm were set according to its
reference and adapted to the herein considered sampling
frequency and spike length. Additionally, we compared our
method to the classical, single iteration, superexponential
method, denoted by SEA.

3.5. Performance on Data with TwoWaveforms. Ten indepen-
dent simulations, each of 6 seconds in length, containing
activity from two neurons with the waveforms (a) and (b)
shown in Figure 3 were simulated. The spiking frequencies
were 15Hz and 25Hz, respectively.

In Figure 5 the results for all compared methods are
shown. (This evaluation is quite short, since results on
datasets containing one and two neurons were already pre-
sented in [25].)HBBSD achieves a clearly better performance
than the competing methods, since it calculates several
filters. When the threshold is selected automatically, the
performance of HBBSD often lies above the ROC curves
(as, e.g., in Figure 5(b), or Figures 6(a) and 6(b)), since the
threshold is selected for every filter individually, whereas for
the ROC curves generation, the threshold is varied uniformly
for all filters.

3.6. Performance on Data with Three Waveforms. Five
independents simulations, each of 10 seconds in length,
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Figure 5: Average ROC curves for various spike detection methods
on a dataset containing activity from two neurons. The shown
results are an average over 10 independent simulations. (a) shows
the results in the case of SNR = 3.25, and (b) in the case of
SNR = 3.75. The circle indicates the performance of the HBBSD
algorithm when the threshold is selected automatically according to
Section 2.8.

containing activity from three neurons with the three
waveforms shown in Figures 3(a)–3(c), were simulated.
The spiking frequencies were 15Hz, 25Hz, and 20Hz,
respectively. The SNR was varied from 3.0 to 4.25 in
steps of 0.25 (all three spike trains always had equal
SNR values), and again the ROC curves were computed
for every method. To assess the overall performance for
various SNR levels, the area under the ROC curves (AUC)
was evaluated and is reported in Figure 6. Again, HBBSD
achieves the best performance throughout all SNR levels.
The large standard deviation in the case of low SNR value

(Figure 6(c)) is explained by the fact that sometimes only
one or two MVDR filters were calculated, since, due to the
high noise, no further modes in the SEA output could be
identified.

3.7. Performance on Simultaneous Intra/Extracellular Record-
ings. The same data as described in [42] were used; however,
only single channel data were considered, and the data
were downsampled to 10 kHz for faster processing. For the
evaluation we used two experiments in which each time a
single cell from Long Evans rats (P17–P25) was stimulated
by a current injection and simultaneously the extracellular
potential was recorded. In one of the experiments, the total
number of spikes was 244, and the SNR was empirically
determined as 3.050 (a trace of this recording is shown
in Figure 4, and the corresponding extracted waveform is
shown in Figure 3(d)). Since the ground truth was known,
the spikes were removed from the data, and higher-order
statistics were calculated on the remaining noise samples
indicating a skewness of −0.053 and an excess kurtosis of
−0.161. In the second experiment, a total of 103 spikes were
found, the SNR being 3.008, the skewness being −0.012, and
the excess kurtosis being −0.295. All the algorithms were
applied to these real data with the same parameter settings as
in the case of artificial data. The results are shown in Figure 7.
As each experiment contained activity from only one cell, the
performance gain ofHBBSD compared to the other methods
is not that pronounced as on datasets containing several
distinct waveforms. The results show, however, that HBBSD
is robust to violations of the assumptions made in the data
model (1). Neither the skewness nor the excess kurtosis of
the noise was equal to zero; nevertheless, the algorithm still
achieved favorable results.

3.8. Performance on Nonstationary Data. Datasets with tem-
porally changing waveforms were generated in the following
manner. The first 8 seconds contained temporally constant
waveforms and served as initialization data for the spike
detection algorithms. Afterwards, the waveforms started to
change for the next 2.5 minutes according to a normalized
linear mixture (drift data), and finally in the last 50 seconds,
again a constant waveform was present (end data). To sum
up, the waveforms followed the model:

q[t] =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

qi1 , ∀t ≤ 8 s,

αi3 [t] · qi3 [t], ∀t ∈ [8 s, 158 s],

qi2 , ∀t ≥ 150 s,

(13)

where qi3 [t] := (qi2 −qi1 )/150 s · t+158 ·qi1 −8 ·qi2 /150. (In
order to distinguish the time dependent waveforms from the
notation in previous sections where the time index referred
to a vector entry, the notation q[t] is used here.) The value
of αi3 [t] is set so that the SNR value stays constant all the
time. Two different scenarios were simulated. In the first one,
the data contained a 25Hz firing neuron, whose waveform
had an SNR of 3.5 and changed from waveform (b) to
waveform (a) as shown in Figure 3. In the second scenario,
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Figure 6: Average ROC curves for various spike detection methods on a dataset containing activity from three neurons. The shown results
are an average over 5 independent simulations. (a) and (b) show the performance for SNR values of 3.5 and 4.0, respectively. The circle
indicates the performance of HBBSD when the threshold is selected automatically. (c) shows the relative area under the ROC curves and the
corresponding standard deviations for several SNR levels.

data containing two neurons firing at 15Hz and 25Hz,
respectively, were simulated. The waveform of one neuron
changed from the waveform (b) to waveform (a), whereas
the waveform of the second neuron changed from waveform
A to waveform (c) as shown in Figure 3.

The filters of the HBBSD method were adapted as
described in Section 2.9, and the thresholds as described
in Section 2.8. The adaptation was performed after every
T = 5 seconds. For comparison to nonadaptive methods,
the MVDR filter from the SEA algorithm applied on the
initialization data was calculated and used for spike detection
on the drift and end data. The threshold was also kept
constant to the value obtained on the initialization data

by the method described in Section 2.8 (this method is
still denoted by SEA in Figure 8, since it relies on a single
filter). Similarly the filter computed by the CoB method
on the initialization data was used for spike detection on
all subsequent data segments. The threshold was set to the
default value of 0.04 · ki, where ki denotes the maximum
value of the filter output on the i-th data segment [15]. The
performance of the algorithm was evaluated with respect to
the relative total error TE which is defined as

TE = FP + (1− TP)
2

, (14)
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Figure 7: ROC curves for various spike detection methods on two experiments from simultaneous intra/extra-cellular recordings of cells in
rat slices. The circle indicates the performance of HBBSD when the threshold is selected automatically. (a) Performance on a dataset with
an empirical SNR value of 3.050 containing 244 spikes. (b) Performance on a dataset with an empirical SNR value of 3.008 containing 103
spikes.
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Figure 8: Average relative total error of various spike detection methods in the case of nonstationary waveform templates. The shown results
are an average over 10 independent simulations. (a) Data containing a single, temporally changing waveform. (b) Data containing two,
temporally changing waveforms.

where FP and TP are given by (12). The worst possible
detector would have a score of TE = 1; the score for any
reasonable detector, however, should not exceed TE = 0.5, as
it either detects all spikes and generates a lot of false positive
detections or vice versa.

The results for both scenarios are shown in Figure 8.
The HBBSD algorithm was run in one of the scenarios
without adapting the threshold, which is denoted by HBBSD
NT. Clearly, the adaptive algorithms achieve much better
performance than the static methods, whereas the fully
adaptive HBBSD scores best. CoB achieves in general a
better performance than SEA, because the threshold is data
driven (i.e., a relative value of the maximum filter output

amplitude), while on the other hand a fixed absolute value
for SEA was used.

4. Conclusion

To our knowledge, blind equalization algorithms relying on
higher-order statistics have rarely been applied to the task of
neural spike detection. In this work, the superexponential
algorithm has been used for initial filter estimation. Fur-
thermore, a mode detection and a sparse deflation pro-
cedure have been proposed in order to extract multiple
spike waveforms allowing to construct MVDR beamformers
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which offer a better detection performance than the SEA
filters.

To sum up, a novel method for unsupervised spike
detection has been presented, which relies on the inherent
characteristics of data from neural recordings, such as
sparseness and binary sources. For instance, the sparseness
of the neuronal signal was exploited for mode finding in the
filter output and for proposing a sparse deflation procedure
which reduces error propagation. On the other hand, the
binary source property allowed for an appropriate choice of
the statistics for the SEA algorithm as well as for an easy
estimation of the waveforms and construction of the MVDR
filters.

In contrast to existing blind devonvolution methods
which assume a finite alphabet or binary sources such as
[44–47], we also made use of the spareness property and
formulated a statistical algorithm (as opposed to deter-
ministic/algebraic ones) which does not rely on extensive
optimization of some cost functions. On the other hand,
existing approaches dealing with sparse signals often assume
instantaneous mixtures or apply a corresponding transfor-
mation into the frequency domain [48] or use clustering
techniques together with further assumptions about the data
(like high SNR) [49]. In this contribution, we operated
always in the time domain whereby no further assumptions
had to be made about the data. Moreover, we focused on the
task of spike detection; thus, the complete separation of all
sources is not required as it is in the existing approaches. The
special structure induced by spareness and convolutive filters
is currently still being investigated and only first attempts
have been made to fully incorporate it into algorithm design
[50, 51].

The main advantage of our method, namely, that several
data-driven filters are calculated, resulted in a superior
performance of HBBSD compared to wavelet methods or
other existing blind equalization algorithms. Furthermore,
since the waveforms are estimated, this could be used as an
initialization for a spike sorting algorithm, for example, using
the idea of [52]. On the basis of waveform estimation, we
also proposed a procedure for optimal threshold selection
and drift adaptation. Especially the latter one again relies on
the distinct properties of neural data.

The whole algorithm was tested on various datasets
and compared to current state-of-the-art spike detection
techniques. The used data covered not only simulated
datasets containing two or three distinct waveforms but also
experimental data containing a single waveform. In all these
different conditions the proposed algorithm worked well and
delivered better performance than the competing methods.

In order to allow for further evaluation and appli-
cation the proposed algorithm will be made available
online to the community at the website http://user.cs.tu
-berlin.de/∼natora/.
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